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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Boundary layer behaviour over a stretching surface is imperative as it happens in a few building process, for 

instance, materials fabricated by expulsion, glass-fibre and paper creation. In industry, polymer sheets and fibres are 

fabricated by ceaseless expulsion of the polymer from a kick the bucket to a windup roller, or, in other words a bounded 

separation away. In these cases, the last result of wanted qualities relies upon the rate of cooling all the while and the 

way toward stretching. After, Sakiadis [1] presented the investigation of boundary layer flow over a continuous solid 

surface moving with constant velocity, the boundary layer flow caused by a stretching surface has drawn the 

consideration of numerous specialists. The elements of the boundary layer flow over a stretching surface began from 

the spearheading work of Crane [2]. He examined the steady incompressible boundary layer flow of a Newtonian fluid 

caused by stretching of flat sheet which moves in its own plane with linear velocity due to the application of a uniform 

stress. This issue is especially intriguing since a correct arrangement of the 2-D Navier– Stokes conditions has been 

acquired by Crane [2]. Later on, different parts of the issue have been researched by Dutta et al. [3], Chen and Char [4], 

and so forth. Kelson and Desseaux [5] contemplated the impact of surface conditions on the micropolar flow driven by 

a permeable stretching sheet.  

 

Nomenclature 

 

,u v   velocity component in ,x y direction ,x y   horizontal and vertical coordinate  

  kinematic viscosity      electrical conductivity 

   fluid density    g  acceleration due to gravity 

T   temperature of the fluid  T  free flow temperature 

wT  temperature of the fluid  C  concentration of the fluid 

C  free flow concentration  wC  non-dimensional species concentration 

m   thermal diffusivity     relative heat capacity  

Abstract: Present study analyses a steady laminar MHD boundary layer flow which results from the non-linear 

stretching surface of Nanofluid. This model incorporates Brownian motion and Thermophoretic effects. The 

modified non-linear governing equations and its corresponding boundary conditions are solved by using 4th order 

Runge-Kutta method with shooting technique. The impact of Brownian motion number ( )
b

N , thermophoresis 

number ( )
t

N , stretching parameter ( )n and Lewis number ( )
e

L on the temperature and nanoparticle 

concentration profiles are shown graphically. The variation with physical parameters on Skin friction (0)f  , 

rate of heat transfer (0)  and mass transfer (0) is shown graphically. Excellent validation of the present 

study has been achieved with the earlier study of Cortell [16] for local Nusselt number withdrawing the effects of 

Brownian motion and thermophoresis. 
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BD   Brownian diffusion coefficient TD   thermophoretic diffusion coefficient 

T   ambient temperature    f  density of the base fluid 

p  density of the nanoparticles   dynamic viscosity of the fluid 

( )p pc  heat capacity of the nanoparticle ( )p fc  heat capacity of the base fluid 

a  positive constant   n  stretching parameter 

   scaled boundary layer coordinate f  dimensionless velocity variable 

  dimensionless temperature variable   dimensionless concentration variable  

rP  Prandtl number   eL   Lewis number 

rN  thermal radiation parameter  bN  Brownian motion parameter 

tN  thermophoresis parameter  wq   heat flux at the surface 

f
C  rate of shear stress   mq   mass flux at the surface  

w
   skin friction    uw  velocity of the sheet  

xNu   local Nusselt number   xSh   local Sherwood number 

 

Mohammadein and Gorla [6] inspected the flow of micropolar fluids bounded by a stretching sheet with 

endorsed divider heat transition, thick dissemination and inside heat generation. Bhargava et al.  [7] examined the flow 

of a blended convection micropolar fluid driven by a permeable stretching sheet with uniform suction utilizing FEM. 

Desseaux and Kelson [8] considered the flow of a micropolar fluid bounded by a straightly stretching sheet while 

Bhargava et al. [9] contemplated a similar flow of a micropolar flow over a non-straight stretching sheet. Nadeem et al. 

[10] examined HAM answers for boundary layer flow in the district of the stagnation point towards a stretching sheet. 

Magyari and Keller [11] considered the stretching issue of an incompressible fluid over a penetrable divider. Then again, 

Cornell [12] has contemplated heat transferin an incompressible second request fluid caused by a straightly stretching 

sheet and has additionally investigated the flow of a fluid of review three past a boundaryless permeable level plate 

subject to suction at the plate [13]. In any case, Gupta and Gupta [14] additionally underlined that the stretching of the 

sheet may not really be direct. In perspective of this, Vajravelu [15] contemplated flow and heat  move in a thick fluid 

over a nonlinear stretching sheet without gooey dispersal, at that point Cortell [16] inspected flow and heat  transfer on 

a nonlinear stretching sheet for two distinct sorts of heat boundary conditions on the sheet, steady surface temperature 

(CST case) and recommended surface temperature (PST case). Nadeem et al. [17] examined the impacts of heat transfer 

on the stagnation flow of a third-arrange fluid over a contracting sheet. As of late, Prasad et al. [18] considered the 

blended convection heat transfer over a non-direct stretching surface with variable fluid properties. Fluid warming and 

cooling are essential in numerous businesses, for example, power, assembling and transportation. Successful cooling 

systems are significantly required for cooling any kind of high vitality gadget. Basic heat transfer fluids, for example, 

water, ethylene glycol, and motor oil have restricted heat transfer abilities because of their low heat transfer properties. 

Interestingly, metals have thermal conductivities up to three times higher than these fluids, so it is normally alluring to 

join the two substances to deliver a heat transfer medium that carries on like a fluid, however has the heat of a metal. 

As of late, the term ''nanofluid'' was first proposed by Choi [19] to show designed colloids made out of nanoparticles 

scattered in a base fluid. The trademark highlight of nanofluids is heat behaviourivity upgrade, a marvel seen by Masuda 

et al. [20]. ''Nanofluid'' is a fluid containing nanometer-sized particles, called nanoparticles. These fluids are built 

colloidal suspensions of nanoparticles in a base fluid. The nanoparticles utilized in nanofluids are normally made of 

metals (Al, Cu), oxides (Al2O3), carbides, nitrides or nonmetals (Graphite, carbon nanotubes) and the base fluid is 

generally a conductive fluid, for example, water or ethylene glycol. Other base fluids are Oil and different oils, Bio-

fluids and Polymer arrangements. Nanoparticles go in width somewhere in the range of 1 and 100 nm. Nanofluids 

normally contain up to a 5% volume division of nanoparticles to guarantee powerful heat transfer upgrades. A far 

reaching study of convective transport in nanofluids was made by Buongiorno [21] based at MIT, who considered seven 

slip instruments that can deliver a relative velocity between the nanoparticles and the base fluid. Of these components, 

just Brownian dissemination and thermophoresis were observed to be essential. A great appraisal of nanofluid material 
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science and advancements has been given by Das et al. [22] and Eastman et al. [23]. Buongiorno and Hu [24] saw that 

albeit convective heat transfer improvement has been recommended to be because of the scattering of the suspended 

nanoparticles, this impact anyway is too little to clarify the watched upgrade. They additionally declare that disturbance 

isn't influenced by the nearness of the nanoparticles so this can't clarify the watched improvement. Kuznetsov and Nield 

[25] examined the impact of nanoparticles on normal convection boundary layer flow past a vertical plate by considering 

Brownian motion and thermophoresis. Nield and Kuznetsov [26] expanded the Cheng and Minkowycz [27] issue to 

consider nanofluids, by fusing Brownian motion and thermophoresis. Tzou [28, 29] exhibited the heat shakiness of 

nanofluids in characteristic convection. Bachok et al. [30] contemplated boundary layer flow of nanofluid over a moving 

surface in a flowing fluid. Recently, Khan and Pop [31] detailed boundary layer flow of a nanofluid past a stretching 

sheet. Neverthless, Pattnaik et al. [32-39] concentrated the conduct of MHD fluid flow and watched some intriguing 

outcomes. 

To the authors’ knowledge no studies of this kind have thus far been communicated. The work of Khan and Pop 

[31] have been extended by taking steady boundary-layer flow with nonlinearly stretching sheet. In this paper we employ 

an extensively validated, highly efficient method to study this problem. The effects of Lewis number  eL , Prandtl 

number  rP , Brownian motion number ( )bN , thermophoresis number ( )tN , stretching parameter  n on the relevant 

flow variables are described in detail. Furthermore, effects of , and, br tN N nP  on Skin friction (0)f  , rates of heat 

transfers (0)  and mass transfers (0) are presented graphically. The present study is of immediate interest to all 

those processes which are highly affected with heat enhancement concept e.g. cooling of metallic sheets or electronic 

chips etc. 

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION: 

Here a steady, incompressible and 2D boundary layer laminar flow of a nanofluid past a flat sheet which 

coincides with the plane   0y   and the flow of the fluid being confined to   0y  has been considered. The flow is 

produced, due to non- linear stretching of the sheet, caused by the synchronous use of two equivalent and inverse powers 

along the x axis. Keeping the origin fixed, the sheet is then stretched with a velocity   n

wu ax , varying nonlinearly 

with the distance from the slit. A schematic representation of the physical model and coordinates system is depicted in 

Fig. 1.  
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The pressure gradient and external forces are neglected. The stretching surface is maintained at constant 

temperature and concentration
wT and

wC , respectively, and these values are assumed to be greater than the ambient 

temperature and concentration,T
and”C

, respectively.  

The governing equation of the flow is considered as:  

0
u v
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The respective boundary conditions of the flow are: 
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The similarity variable and dimensionless functions are considered as: 
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So the above equations (2-4) now reduced to, 
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So the boundary conditions are reduced as: 

0, 1, 1, 1 as 0

0, 0, 0 as

f f

f

  

  

    

    
     (12)  

Eq. (8) with the boundary condition (12) with   0,n   are the classical Blasius flat plate flow problem. For the linearly 

stretching boundary problem (i.e.,   1n  ) the exact solution for ' 'f  is ( ) 1f e    first obtained by Crane [2] and 

this exact solution is unique, while for the nonlinearly stretching boundary problem (i.e.,   1n  ) there is no exact 

solution. 

 

3. PHYSICAL QUANTITIES: 

The physical quantities which are studied in this paper are as follows: 
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where
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

To give a physical understanding into the flow issue, numerical calculations are conducted for different 

estimations of the parameters that portray the flow qualities and the results are outlined graphically. Fig. 2 checks the 

validation of all the profiles of stream function ( )f , temperature ( ) and nanoparticle concentration ( )  for the pertinent 

parameters. An excellent agreement with previous study gave confidence to proceed with our extension. Fig. 3(a-d) 

shows the variation of velocity profile ( ')f for different values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN , thermophoretic 

parameter ( )tN , stretching parameter ( )n and Lewis number ( )eL .Since in velocity equation, temperature ( ) and 

nanoparticle concentration ( ) were absent so the parameters like Brownian motion parameter ( )bN , thermophoretic 

parameter ( )tN and Lewis numbers ( )eL have no effect which can be observed in Fig.3(a, b & c) but in case of stretching 

parameter ( )n ,velocity profile gets decelerated when nonlinearity increases (Fig. 3(c)). Fig. 4(a-d) shows the variation 

of temperature profile ( ) for different values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN , thermophoretic parameter ( )tN , 

stretching parameter ( )n and Lewis number ( )eL .The boundary layer profiles for the temperature are of the same form 

as in the case of regular heat transfer fluids. The temperature in the boundary layer increases with the increase in the 

Brownian motion parameter ( )bN . It is also observed that an increase in the thermophoretic parameter ( )tN leads to 

increase in fluid temperature. An increase in non-linear stretching parameter ( )n leads to increase the temperature 

profile. It is obvious that the temperature in the boundary layer region is low for ( 0)n   (moving plate with constant 

velocity) as compared to higher value of stretching parameter ( )n . Lewis number ( )eL  defines the ratio of thermal 

diffusivity to mass diffusivity. It is used to characterize fluid flows where there is simultaneous heat and mass transfer 

by convection. As a result, Temperature profile decreases with an increase in Lewis number. Fig. 5(a-d) shows the 

variation of Concentration profile ( ) for different values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN , thermophoretic 

parameter ( )tN , stretching parameter ( )n and Lewis number ( )eL . The nanoparticle volume fraction profile ( )  

decreases with the increase in the Brownian motion parameter ( )bN . Brownian motion serves to heat the boundary layer 

and simultaneously exacerbates particle deposition away from the fluid regime (onto the surface), thereby accounting 

for the reduced concentration magnitudes. It is observed that an increase in the thermophoretic parameter ( )tN leads to 

increase in   nanoparticle concentration profile. An increase in non-linear stretching parameter ( )n leads to increase in 

the concentration profile. However, the thickness of the boundary layer concentration function ( ) is found to be smaller 

than the thermal boundary layer thickness for Lewis number ( 1)eL  . Concentration profile decreases with an increase 

in Lewis number. But the concentration profile is affected more even for small value of Lewis number as compared to 

temperature profile. Fig. 6(a-d) shows the variation of Skin friction coefficient ( )fC for different values of Brownian 

motion parameter ( )bN , thermophoretic parameter ( )tN , stretching parameter ( )n and Lewis number ( )eL . As expected 

there is no deflection in Skin friction coefficient ( )fC for different values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN , 

thermophoretic parameter ( )tN and Lewis number ( )eL . But for increasing values of stretching parameter ( )n , it 

increases. Fig. 7(a-d) shows the variation of Nusselt number ( )xNu for different values of Brownian motion parameter

( )bN , thermophoretic parameter ( )tN , stretching parameter ( )n and Lewis number ( )eL . It has been observed from this 

fig. that Nusselt number gets reduced for increasing values of all the pertinent parameters. Thermophoresis serves to 

heat the boundary layer for low values of Prandtl number ( )rP and Lewis number ( )eL . So, we can interpret that the rate 

of heat transfer and mass transfer decrease with increase in tN . Rate of heat transfer decreases with increasing stretching 
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sheet (n). Fig. 8(a-d) shows the variation of Nusselt number ( )xSh for different values of Brownian motion parameter

( )bN , thermophoretic parameter ( )tN , stretching parameter ( )n and Lewis number ( )eL .It has been observed that rate 

of mass transfer increases for increasing values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN  and Lewis number ( )eL but reverse 

trend is noticed for increasing values of thermophoretic parameter ( )tN and stretching parameter ( )n . 

 

5. CONCLUSION: 

An analysis have been made with the study of MHD boundary layer flow. A non-linear stretching surface in a 

nanofluid with Brownian motion and thermophoresis effects incorporated. The governing partial differential equations 

are made simple ordinary differential equations by using similarity transformation which includes equations for mass, 

momentum, energy and nanoparticles conservation. These equations are solved numerically by using 4th order Runge-

Kutta method with shooting technique. Effects of various governing parameters on velocity, temperature and 

concentration profiles are shown graphically. Variations of Skin friction, local Nusselt number (wall heat transfer rate) 

and local Sherwood number (wall mass transfer rate) are presented in graph.  

 

The results in summary have shown that: 

1. An increase in Brownian motion parameter ( )bN  and thermophoresis parameter ( )tN  upgrade temperature in 

the boundary layer region. Also increasing thermophoresis parameter ( )tN  increases concentration while 

increasing values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN  shows reverse effect. 

2.  Increasing Brownian motion parameter ( )bN  and thermophoresis parameter ( )tN  lessens the local heat transfer 

rate (Nusselt number). We can concluded from this result that the different types of nanoparticles i.e. Al, Cu, 

Al2O3 and CuO, have diverse qualities for these parameter and have distinctive heat transfer rate. Therefore, 

they can be utilized viably to control/mimicking the heat transfer rates in such types of problems.  

3.  For increasing values of stretching parameter ( )n , Skin friction coefficient ( )fC  increases but shows no 

fluctuation for different values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN , thermophoretic parameter ( )tN . 

4. The dimensionless mass transfer rates increases with increasing values of Brownian motion parameter ( )bN  

and thermophoresis parameter ( )tN .  

5.  The impact of the stretching parameter ( )n  is to increase the mass transfer rate with its expansion aside from 

Lower value of both Prandtl number ( )rP and Lewis number ( )eL  whereas it is to decrease the heat transfer rate 

with the exception of higher value of Prandtl number ( )rP  and Lower value of Lewis number ( )eL .  

6.  Increasing values of Lewis number ( )eL decreases both temperature and concentration profiles. 
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